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Introdution: 

This article is about the negative effects of colonization (in Sudan) on the mind of an innocent child who becomes 

dubious, enigmatic, and revengeful on becoming adult as described in the novel Season of Migration to the 

North, a novel written by Tayeb Salih. Tayeb Salih (12 July 1929 – 18 February 2009, was born in Karmakal, 

near the village of Al Dabbah in the Northern Province of Sudan, he graduated from the University of Khartoum 

with a Bachelor of Science before leaving for the University of London in England. The original title of this novel 

is Mawsim al-Higra ila ash-Shamal written in Arabic later translated in English by Denys Johnson-Davis.  

The writer has presented the view of masses against the vices of the colonial rule making Mustafa Sa’eed as his 

mouthpiece. The protagonist of the novel Mustafa Sa’eed is an extraordinarily brainy person but lacks emotions. 

He is brought up by a single parent (his mother), who has become like a stone after the death of her husband. 

Being a child of Colonial Africa, he develops negative feelings towards Imperialism. With his excellent English 

and intelligence, he gets an entry in England resultantly impressing everyone with his intellect. His obsession for 

The East and repugnance towards Colonialism makes him vindictive.  

To understand the implacable nature of Mustafa Sa’eed, the basic idea about colonialism in Africa can be 

understood by the following excerpt.  

Between the 1870s and 1900, Africa faced European imperialist aggression, diplomatic pressures, military 

invasions, and eventual conquest and colonization. At the same time, African societies put up various forms of 

resistance against the attempt to colonize their countries and impose foreign domination. By the early twentieth 

century, however, much of Africa, except Ethiopia and Liberia, had been colonized by European powers. 

The European imperialist push into Africa was motivated by three main factors, economic, political, and social. 

It developed in the nineteenth century following the collapse of the profitability of the slave trade, its abolition, 

and suppression, as well as the expansion of the European capitalist Industrial Revolution. The imperatives of 

capitalist industrialization—including the demand for assured sources of raw materials, the search for guaranteed 

markets and profitable investment outlets—spurred the European scramble and the partition and eventual 

conquest of Africa. Thus, the primary motivation for European intrusion was economic. 

 

Iweriebor, E. (2019). The Colonization of Africa. http://exhibitions.nypl.org/africanaage/essay-colonization-of-

africa.html  

 

Keeping in consideration the above information, the imprint of the adversities of colonialism on the mind of a 

fatherless child might have been damaging. Mustafa lost his father and had seen his mother, a slave by origin as 

an emotionless woman who apparently hides her feelings under a thick mask. It seems he never got emotional 

caring from his mother because he always saw her in a stern look. Even while sending him to Cairo to study in 

English Middle School his mother didn’t show any sign of parting pain at the time of farewell, no tears, and no 

hugging, rather she just told him, “Had your father lived, he would not have chosen for you differently from what 

you have chosen for yourself” (Salih 23) 

 

His childhood was devoid of parental affection, so he doesn’t have an emotional attachment to anyone. 

When he reaches Cairo, he stays with a childless British couple, Mr. & Mrs. Robinson who took care of him as 

their own son. Mrs. Robinson often told him, “Mr. Sa’eed, you’re a person devoid of a sense of fun. Can’t you 

forget your intellect?” (Salih 25). Instead of having motherly affection towards her Mustafa develops sensual 
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feelings for Mrs. Robinson. He has the ability to memorize quickly, perhaps that's why the childhood memories 

of his past are embedded in his head. He is like blue blazes, who appears to be an emotionless stone-hearted 

person but, he is a monster burning inside to take revenge from the Occident.  

Europe expanded its territory in search of a new market for trade and commerce. During the process, they 

discovered new lands and resources. Due to Social Darwinism, the Europeans proved themselves to be a superior 

race. 

Social Darwinists believe in “survival of the fittest”—the idea that certain people become powerful in 

society because they are innately better. Social Darwinism has been used to justify imperialism, racism, eugenics 

and social inequality at various times over the past century and a half. ("Social Darwinism") 

HISTORY. (2019). Social Darwinism.  

https://www.history.com/topics/early-20th-century-us/social-darwinism  

 

They started feeling that it's their duty to uplift the backward races of the society. In the process of 

transforming and uplifting the natives of other countries which were not developed, the oppression began. 

According to the theory of Social Darwinism, it was an act of obligation in the beginning which later became 

Chauvinistic Nationalism. Native people were forced to abandon their culture, custom, dresses, and religion as 

well. Missionaries were sent to spread Christianity. Slavery started in Africa with the expansion of trade by the 

Colonial countries. The natives felt robbed of their natural resources, culture, customs, and morality. 

 

Engineering, and English on one hand and aesthetic art like poetry and drawing on the other hand. He 

settles as an agriculturist in narrator’s village Wad Hamid on the Nile River after buying a farm, building a house 

for himself, and getting married to Mahmoud's daughter Hosna. He is considered as a calm, composed, and 

respectable person in the village. The narrator describes him as, “a man of medium height, of around fifty or 

slightly older, his hair thick and growing grey, beardless and with a mustache slightly smaller than those worn by 

men in the village: a handsome man” (Salih 2). He regularly attends Friday prayer and leads a gentle life. 

 

No one can think even in their farthest dreams that he is a murderer of his British wife Jean Morris and 

the reason behind the suicide of his three European girlfriends named Ann Hammond, Sheila Greenwood, and 

Isabella Seymour. The writer has presented a clear contrast in his personality, like that of Dr. Henry Jekyll and 

his alternate personality, Mr. Edward Hyde, a fictional character in Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novella 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Mustafa the dubious man whose all relationships ended in tragedy, who 

faced murder trial in England and was sentenced to seven years prison becomes so very agreeable in his later 

phase of life. 

 

It seems that he doesn’t have any remorse for the crime that he had committed in England. The researcher 

reaches the conclusion that it is not right to call him a psychopath because his sadistic behavior is only towards 

Europeans in general and British women in particular. He is a good husband when it comes to his second marriage 

with Hosna, a Sudanese Muslim woman. He is a protector and supporter of the religious beliefs and rituals of his 

community. He is in fact a child of hatred towards colonialism. His motive is to enter the house of his enemy and 
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even the score. He takes English education, gets a job in London, becomes a British citizen, lures British women, 

and makes them his slaves with his captivating tête-à-têtes. 

 

All this seems to be a part of the strategic plan of a clever person who is a psychopath. He thinks that by 

doing the same what Europeans did in Colonial Era he will be able to take revenge. They entered in his country, 

got control over the natural resources, made people their slaves (either for manual work or mentally by giving 

them basic teachings of English so that they can work for them), despised their customs, and tried to convert them 

by showing the supremacy of their religion and race. Mustafa did the same with British women presuming them 

as the representative of colonialism thus gratifying his old hidden chip on the shoulder. But his gruesome actions 

can not justify his cause. He is a brutal murderer, a predator who deserves no sympathy at all. 

 

He entices the white women and deserts them as a symbol of revenge from Occident. He says, “I would 

read poetry, talk of religion and philosophy, discuss paintings, and say things about the spirituality of the East. I 

would do everything possible to entice a woman to my bed. Then I would go after some new prey” (Salih 30). 

His statement shows that he does not have any respect for fair sex rather they are just the victims for his sexual 

gratification. But it is contrary to the later part of his disposition when he marries Hosna, a Sudanese Muslim 

woman. Thus, proving that his sadistic behavior is culture based. 
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